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Here's a new collection that will satisfy all Hidden Pictures™ fanatics. The editors of Highlights
for Children have gathered a new batch of 73 Hidden Pictures™ --enduring favorites from
previous issues plus brand-new illustrations--that will engage and entertain boys and girls of all
ages. More than 1,000 objects are hidden within carefully rendered illustrations. An answer key
is provided in the back of the book.Highlights for Children is America's favorite magazine for
children.

About the AuthorSpeedy Publishing is a hybrid general interest trade publisher. One of the first
of its kind Speedy publishes books, eBooks, mobile apps, pamphlets and free online resources
that are meant to educate, edify and entertain readers regardless of demographic. Home to
more than twenty imprints such as Jupiter Kids, Baby Professor, Dot EDU, Puzzle Crazy, Third
Cousins and others; content is created by our in-house writers, designers and our growing list of
over 1,400 self-publishing authors looking for a trade publisher to help them tell their unique
story. Browse our catalog of titles and don't forget to tell us what you think about our books; we
want to create a better experience for our readers and your voice, your opinion and your input
only serves to ensure the next time you pick up a Speedy Publishing Title it will be better than
the last!
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Grammy, “Fun for adults too. This book was purchased from a third party buyer. The book
arrived exactly as it said it would. Not one mark on any page. My elderly mother loves these
books!”

Karen L Peters, “Kid Pleaser. Every time we go to the doctor or dentist office or go to have the oil
changed in the car, my 9-year old jumps for the closest "Highlights" book, only to usually be
disappointed to find that someone has already done the Hidden Picture -- in ink! Wow, was she
happy to get this book. All of the pictures are hers to do, and she is having a ball. These books
are not recently published and are usually "out of stock".  I'm so happy I got this one!”

P. J. Gagnon, “Hidden Pictures. I can say that the product arrived in a most timely and
professional fashion. The product arrived in perfect condition and exactly as advertised. I would
not hesitate to deal with this vendor again. I cannot say anything about the product yet because
it's a Christmas present and has not been opened or used yet.”

S. Combes, “Gotta get one if you have kids.... Quality item, cannot get my children to put it
down. They love looking for hidden pictures and this is perfect since the pages are from
Highlights Magazine.”

The book by Drew Daywalt has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 24 pages
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.5 x 11.25 inches
Paperback: 96 pages
Reading age: 5 - 12 years
Grade level: Kindergarten - 7
Hardcover: 32 pages
Lexile measure: AD360L
Staple Bound: 32 pages
Board book: 8 pages
Misc: [object Object]
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